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Memories and Tributes to Sol Weber 

 
After asking the song and dance communities for memories of Sol, we received accolades and 
tributes from CA and AZ to VT, ME, VA and FL ...   Email addresses from time of compilation. 
 
 

Sol and I were friends for many years and I could write more but I hope at least part of 
the writing below gets into the memory book. 

Sol invited me to join the rounds group as it started.  The only other member I remember 
from that time was Leonora Max.  My memory is that in the first year or so we rarely 
used written music.  I know I didn't because I am a weak sightreader.  Instead we would 
just sing the round over and over till we had it down.  Sometimes this took quite a while.  
In particular I recall learning "Winnie The Pooh" (a somewhat lengthy round about which 
I can find nothing with Google).  I think we spent over an hour on learning this.  For some 
reason the room was fairly dark. I suspect we sang into the evening and did not bother 
to turn on a light.  In any case when we finally got where we could sing all the parts 
(there were at least four) all the way through, I thought it was one of the best musical 
experiences I had ever had. 

Sol was a dear friend and I miss him and think of him often. 

Many of my memories of Sol Weber are from the many skits and performance he 
orchestrated for the campers concerts on the NYC Folk Music club (Pinewoods) weekends 
and the Folk Music week at Pinewoods camp in Plymouth, Mass.  Sol's presentations 
ranged from wonderful music (e.g. "Soon I will be done with the Troubles of this World") 
to humorous skits and I was one of his strongest fans as well as a frequent collaborator.  
Sol and I both were quick to collect a new song that we particularly liked and our tastes 
were such that many times we would meet stalking a performer with our cassette 
recorders. 

Another strong memory of Sol was his role as a tenor in Joe Beasly's Sacred Harp group. I 
was a bass and my wife was a soprano.  We practiced monthly and had a few public 
performances and for most of us our experience together was almost as much fun 
socially as musically.  Sol's enthusiasm and humor were important parts of our 
comradery. 

The Sacred Harp tradition is to begin each song with each of the four parts (Soprano, 
Alto, Tenor and Bass) singing through their parts using the names of the shapes (Fa, So, 
La and Ti).  This creates a chant like, somewhat mysterious, experience.  I estimate that 
becoming minimally competent in sightreading the shapes takes from 5 to 10 hours of 
study and practice.  For reasons I cannot understand people who can already sightread 
notes in written music resist doing this. 



Sol's resistance was extreme.  Though we sang together for a number of years Sol 
steadfastly refused (as I see it) or was unable (he claimed) to learn to sightread the 
names of the shapes.  To avoid having to do this Sol painstakingly hand wrote copies of 
the music for each performance piece we sang.  Each shape was correctly reflected in his 
neatly written music, but he added an additional written verse with the names of each 
shape for each of the four parts. In the process he also created music where, unlike the 
book, the words lined up correctly with the notes. 

I am sure it took Sol hours of painstaking work to transcribe a single song.  However, this 
was the way he chose to deal with the shape system and we often preferred Sol's pages 
to the book, even when we were ignoring his verse of written shapes. 

I realize this is not all that clear to those who are not familiar with shape notes, but I 
hope the degree of idiosyncrasy, and fortitude, in Sol's approach bleeds through. 
 Harry Baya   harry_at_baya.net 
 276-608-3060 (Bristol, VA) 
 [one the earliest members of the NYC Rounds group] 

 

Thank you for this, sad news though it is.  We were just talking about him a couple days 
ago – in fact someone seemed to think he had already passed. I'm glad he got to hear a 
recording of Roundman that I wrote for him. 

I look forward to learning more about him through the links you provided.  I'll be 
listening to the rounds recordings and thinking of him today. 
 Jonathan Jensen   jensentunes_at_gmail.com  (VA) 
 [Double Bass, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra & Rounds Composer] 

 

Thank you for letting me know.  What a great enthusiast he was for people who like 
rounds and part-songs as much as we do. 
 Becky Reardon   breardon_at_taosnet.com (NM) 

 [Rounds composer] 
 

Thank you for sharing this sad news.  I remember him very fondly.  I'm sure we all do.  
 Elliot Levine   elliotzlevine_at_gmail.com (CA) 
 [Renowned composer and singer] 

 

I'm so sorry to hear of Sol's passing.  I know it must be hard for all of you who were so 
close to Sol.  I am holding you all in my prayers and songs.... and thank you for keeping 
up his work. 
 Dale Allen Boland   dalesings2u_at_gmail.com (CA) 

  



Sol's stroke and passing created a double wide gap in our community.  His wit, humor, 
heart and musicality touched so many so warmly for so many years!  When I first met Sol 
in English Dance in 2006, my love of our community grew sharply because of his always-
on humor.  His never-repeated t-shirt creations offered regular injections and insight into 
his personality, and festival rooms that he would reserve in blocks when rooms were 
scarce revealed his generosity of spirit to share with others and his desire to cultivate 
opportunity for new members. 

I never experienced Pinewoods camps during his time but I understood from him that he 
spent most of his summers there.  He did vocally promote them regularly and from 
finally attending two years ago I could see why they were so much a part of his and 
Martha's hearts, and how beneficial they are to the community. 

In festival settings, I witnessed Sol's diverse entertainment talent – at the Flurry, NEFFA, 
the Fall Adirondack Weekend, the Whirligig and other CDNY events.  I was moved to 
tears by a sentimental song he sang for hundreds once – it may have been a special 
request – it was onstage during a break at a weekend dance in Hopewell Junction 
around 2006. 

I look forward with warmth and gratitude to the memorial of rounds singing in his honor 
at John Hetland's place this Fall and at many more rounds singing in the future.  I have a 
copy of Sol's rounds book and supplement as a treasured memento, which I hope sell like 
hot cakes now! 

Rest peacefully, Sol; may you no longer feel impaired.  May you always have the joyful 
free spirit you regularly projected in life.  Thank you for your inspiring humor, talent and 
love for our community. 
 Linda Haelters   haelcalling_at_gmail.com 

 

Thanks for this news, sad though it is.  Sol was a merry grig for many of us, a terrific 
storehouse of revelry (he and I met as performers in the Christmas Revels at Symphony 
Space) and beauty (The Road is Calling). 

Farewell, dear inspiration!! 
 Christopher Cory   chris_at_christophercory.com 

 

I do remember those t-shirts!  I wish I remembered what they said – they were so funny.  
One I remember is something like: "Memory is the second thing to go. I forget what the 
first thing is."  I always get a laugh when I share this one...   
 Sarah L. 

 

  



So many memories to choose from.  How Sol connected us to many famous singers – 
Pete Seeger, Issachar Miron, Christine Lavin, Tom Chapin – putting us within an inner 
circle of famous folk we never never never could have met on our own.  His outrageously 
corny humor.  His clever repartee during the rounds sings.  Posing math and logic puzzles 
to anyone who would listen. 

How generous he was.  He constantly promoted the projects of others, being passionate 
about them as if they were his own: A humor CD from someone he met at a festival, a 
book of humor, modern updates to those "flipbooks" of the past, my own book of Four 
Question translations, folk song books, puzzles, books and CDs of rounds from Boston 
composers.  When we went to his house, his basement had multiple multiple copies of all 
of these, in case he successfully encouraged others to buy them and support their 
owners. 

But one memory stands above the rest.  After attending a folk festival in the Boston 
area, several of our friends stopped at a restaurant before driving home.  This year we 
decided to go to something nicer than a drive-thru – a fancy fish place.  Eight of us at a 
table. Sol sees us and comes over.  He asks: Have we heard his favorite round? And 
proceeds to sing, at very conspicuous volume: 

"I love spanking, I love spanking, 
Spanking nuns, spanking nuns, 
I love spanking dead nuns, I love spanking dead nuns, 
Dead nuns buns, dead nuns buns." 

All eight of us wanted to hide under the table – no, we don't know this guy – while we 
were sure the entire restaurant was staring at us.  That was good ol' Sol. 
 Murray Spiegel   murspieg_at_gmail.com 
 [Singer on the Rounds Galore and More CDs] 

 

I react to this news as I would to the news that an innocent man, long imprisoned, has 
finally been freed. 

Nobody wants to endure what Sol did at the end of his life (the grace with which he bore 
it says much about him); I, for one, am glad he no longer has to. 
 Barbara Rosen   
 [Rounds composer] 

 

Hope your SOLicitation of Sol songs begets many SOLutions and you all SOLdier through 
the evening in SOLidarity to find both SOLemn SOLace together for his passing and 
mostly SOLidifications of the hilarity of SOL's SOuL. 
 Joanne Hammil   joanne_at_joannehammil.com (MA) 
 [Rounds Composer] 



I knew Sol from my tenure ('81-88) as manager of Pinewoods Camp (where he was an 
enthusiastic camper) and thru English country dance circles (where he attended dances 
for which I played, usually as part of the Bare Necessities English dance ensemble). 

For starters, I'll remember Sol for his love of music and dance, his own brand of humor 
(his tee shirt: "I'm in shape--round is a shape"), and his persistent attempts to create 
things of use to the community, often in the face of no response to his requests. 

When I was first manager of Pinewoods (and perhaps earlier, '79-'80, when I was camp 
bookkeeper), Sol suggested replacing the beloved, traditional camp map, which was 
admittedly out of proportion and positioned in the wrong direction, with one of his own 
creation (if memory serves).  His proposed new map would have been far more correct 
and probably more easy to use, but it lacked the je ne sais quoi charm of the one in use.  
So, I turned him down, but he persisted, over many years, in politicking (pestering) me to 
use his. 

That dually lovable/annoying quality of his appeared in many transactions.  For example, 
when creating his book of rounds for publication, he (having heard I had collected rounds 
in the past), asked me many, many, many times to submit some.  Since I was attending 
college and later grad school, while holding down the job of Pinewoods camp manager 
and being a touring musician--and since my books of rounds were buried somewhere in 
a moldy basement, following several moves--I never produced mine for him, I regret to 
say. 

I think that my early connections with Sol, when I was a shy, insecure member of the 
dance community and he was, well, being Sol, led me to undervalue him.  I slowly grew 
to believe he deeply understood the meaning, force and value of the special dance 
community in which he participated so enthusiastically, so, although he perhaps wasn't 
easy to get to know; I'm sorry I didn't try to get to know him better. 

I will miss him, his wish to entertain people and his passion for and (odd but poignant) 
contributions to the special music and dance community he loved. 

Best wishes to his family. 
 Jacqueline Schwab   jacqueline_at_jacquelineschwab.com (MA) 

 

Oh my.  I'm so sorry this has happened.  He is dear to all of us.  I remember when we had 
Rounds parties in my apartment in ??mid 1980's.  This was a wonderful man, musician 
and cultural historian. 

With love and gratitude for Sol Weber. 
 Kristin Bergfeld   kpbergfeld_at_aol.com 
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I first met Sol at Campers' Week at Pinewoods Camp in 1983.  Campers' Week was based 
on workshops that campers themselves offered, and Sol offered a class on rounds.  We of 
course, all know Frere Jacques and Row, Row, Row Your Boat, but this was something 
really different.  The level of musical sophistication and the variety of some of these 
rounds really blew me away.  I left camp that summer with the catchy "Eurythmie" as an 
earworm, and I made sure to take his class again the following year, and to come to 
rounds parties when possible. 

Other rounds became favorites as well.  My family would try to sing them with however 
many people we had in the car when we traveled together.  My oldest daughter, who 
was only 3 in 1983, responded to Sol's roundbook when she became an adult.  She often 
gathers friends to sing them in Baton Rouge where she lives now.  The Dirty Dishes 
Round has remained a family favorite as well as Long is Our Winter, and The Road is 
Calling.  The possibilities are endless.  Sol provided a wonderful foundation for folks of all 
musical abilities and familiarities to become a community, no matter how brief, in song 
and instant harmony.  For that alone, the man should have gotten the Nobel Peace Prize.  
The world could clearly use more of that these days. 

And Sol was a dancer as well.  I really enjoyed him as a partner for English Country 
Dances; the fun began immediately with whatever witty T shirt he was sporting from his 
incomparable collection. 

A gentle, witty man who made the world a better place.  You can't leave a better legacy 
than that!! 

I still miss him...... 
 Lorraine Graves   graves.lorraine.gamba_at_gmail.com 

 

I'm sorry to hear of Sol's passing.  I knew he had been ill for some time.  My condolences 
to all who knew him well. He provided a lot of musical joy to the world. 
 Danielle Woerner    

 

I am grateful to have known Sol and that he has lived to a ripe old age.  His memory will 

live on in all of us as we keep singing. 
 Margaret DiPiazza   margaretdp123_at_gmail.com 

 

What sad news indeed.  May he RIP.  It is a fine tribute that the Rounds Galore and More 
Singers continue his legacy. 
 Holly Weiss   compuhol_at_yahoo.com 

 
  



When I first(??) met Sol, he was the Social Chair of the Pinewoods Folk Music Club.  That 
job involves arranging sings in the homes of volunteers.  He outdid other Social Chairs by 
arranging lots of events.  He came up with unusual event themes. Gilbert and Sullivan 
was one example.  That one attracted me to the Club. 

I hardly knew Sol when he provided the encouragement I needed to try contradancing.  
He told me about Pinewoods Camp and I spent a week there which increased to two or 
three weeks every Summer. 

We shared a love for singing.  Examples are Gilbert & Sullivan, Broadway musicals and 
Gospel and Sacred Harp. 

Sol started collecting rounds at age 14 and never stopped. 

I found Sol to be quite creative.  He was always coming up with skits to perform at 
weekends or weeks away.  I knew I could always expect him to include me in his current 
skit. 

With creativity, sometimes comes oddness.  Here are two examples. 

1) A plethora of TV sets. 
When the switch from analog to digital TV took place, each household was issued two 
converters that would keep the old TVs working.  Sol asked if I was planning to use mine. 
I wasn't, so I gave them to him.  He told me that he was asking other people for their 
converters.  What did he do with so many of them?  It remains a mystery. 

2) Absence of a suitcase. 
At a weekend away, I was sharing a room with Sol.  He was out of the room and I needed 
to plug in a charger.  The only outlet I found was hidden behind a bunch of plastic bags 
filled with Sol's stuff.  Later, when I asked about the bags, he told me that he likes to 
travel without a suitcase if possible. 

Heaven will not be the same because of Sol.  In my mind's eye, I see him organizing and 
leading a Rounds Sing right now. 
 Stu Shapiro   hands4n_at_gmail.com 

 

Mick Ryan wrote "The Song Goes On" upon the passing of Cyril Tawney.   
It seems highly appropriate here. 

Lyrics, including a video of the composer performing the song: 
https://mainlynorfolk.info/cyril.tawney/songs/thesonggoeson.html 
[This is beautiful to listen to – especially after 40 seconds in – do!] 
 Larry Denenberg   larry_at_denenberg.com (MA) 

  



Sol was an impassioned, incorrigible, and incomparable advocate of rounds singing, and 
made an indelible mark on the world with his devotion to spreading the joys of singing 
rounds.  A beautiful corollary of his work was the development and enrichment of 
communities, as one cannot sing rounds effectively (short of employing electronic 
devices) alone.  It was an honor and a privilege to sing with him as part of the Rounds 
Galore Singers over the past few decades.  I treasure the memories of singing with him in 
our performances at numerous folk festivals, with Pete Seeger, and in the studio – his 
impish smile, sense of humor (albeit somewhat twisted), and endearing style of singing – 
for example, his unique way of singing "but" like a percussive bell in John Krumm's 
"Home Is the Place" ALWAYS makes me smile! 

I marveled at his endless energy to collect, prepare, and organize what must have been 
thousands of little slips of paper filled with rounds, which he'd bring to each of our gigs, 
and his stop-at-nothing attitude in getting rounds "out there" for others to learn, write, 
and sing.  Martha must have been a saint to help him re-organize the myriad tiny slips of 
paper after each event. 

Even Sol's stroke couldn't stop him from singing rounds.  He suffered great losses with 
equanimity and strength, setting an example for us all.  And, we are so thankful for his 
legacy of the Pink Book [Rounds Galore] and other collected rounds, and the joy of 
singing rounds together in real live time, forever. 
 Jan Maier   jemsong_at_comcast.net (MA) 
 [Singer on the Rounds Galore and More CDs] 

 

I am so sorry to hear of Sol's passing. 

Sol made huge contributions to the round singing community, which has grown and 
deepened thanks to his work.  The pink book [Rounds Galore] and the blue book 
[Unofficial set of extra rounds] are still my most frequently used sources for rounds, filled 
with so many gems. 
 Louise Brill   dance_at_together.net (VT) 

 

Sol was a very special person to many in the dance community.  
 Michael Weinreich   mw76_at_mweinreich.com (MA) 

 

  



I'd like to share this with his family.  You might already know that my connection with Sol 
was primarily through country dance, but it was he who invited me to come to the 
rounds parties (obviously not because of any musical ability on my part, but because he 
was such a generous soul and had faith that I'd enjoy myself). 

I started attending contra dances run by CDNY in 2000.  Among the people who were 
most welcoming and supportive was our dear Sol Weber.  He was perfectly willing to 
dance with a rank beginner, and was one of very few guys who would waltz with me.   
I then became enamored of English country dance, where Sol was also a regular.   
He could be counted on to embroider a flirtatious dance figure by pulling a hard candy 
out of his pocket, or a dollar bill, or a toy eyeball.  At our annual Playford Ball, where we 
dressed in our very best finery, Sol wore his very best T-shirt.  Naturally, I didn't have to 
be his partner to enjoy those shenanigans -- just being on a dance line with him was 
great fun. 

After a while I began attending dance camps at Pinewoods, where Sol was in residence 
for nearly the entire summer.  In addition to dancing there with Sol, I joined his rounds 
workshops.  One morning he taught us the Mousies round to the tune of Hava Nashira.  
After the workshop, we chanted the round as we approached the dining hall, where 
campers were lined up waiting to be let inside for lunch.  Our voices carried that ethereal 
tune along the wood-lined path, and we continued singing until we reached the front of 
the line, all the while maintaining pious postures and expressions.  It was magical to 
watch the faces of our audience as they began to grasp the lyrics .... I can't say for sure 
whether this was Sol's idea, but he certainly did inspire it. 

As a member of the CDNY dance community, I very much felt his absence when he was 
dancing less, and then when he moved to Massachusetts.  As a group, we continue to 
strive toward the kind of gracious welcoming support that Sol manifested, so that 
newcomers feel part of our family, as it were.  In this way we carry on Sol's spirit.  May 
his memory be a blessing for all time. 
 Lynn Feinman   feinmanlynn_at_gmail.com 

 

What always impressed me about Sol was his quick wit.  He captivated audiences with 

his enthusiasm and corny sense of humor.  He was like Santa Claus all year long – always 

so jolly and he never had a bad word to say about anyone.  Sol was loved and 

appreciated by all who knew him and everyone loved his great t-shirts.  I owe many 

amazing experiences to Sol in meeting and singing with famous people.  He will certainly 

be missed by all who knew him. 
 Randi Spiegel   rspieg_at_yahoo.com 

 [Singer on the Rounds Galore and More CDs] 

  



I first met Sol Weber on a NY Pinewoods Folk Music Club weekend in the 1980s.  Then I 
started attending his rounds parties in NYC.  I knew Murray and Randi Spiegel from folk 
dancing and Jan Maier from mutual Boston friends.  We all shared a love of rounds.  Sol 
was doing his own rounds sessions at NEFFA, and then at some point we scrapped our 
separate sessions and joined up with Sol.  We started to regularly do rounds sessions at 
NEFFA and elsewhere, together with Sol. 

Sol had come out with his Pink book of over 300 rounds, “Rounds Galore,” which was 
geared more towards the paper-trained.  I started talking with Jan about doing an album 
for those who learned by ear as we did.  We knew we had to include Sol “Roundman” 
Weber.  Since Sol was a tenor I immediately thought of Murray, with his fantastic bass 
voice, to sing one of the parts.  I wanted to provide contrast in the voices so that people 
could hear the separate parts clearly. I produced the first rounds CD, “Rounds Galore and 
More vol. 1” which had about 50% of its rounds from Sol’s book. Sol, Murray, Jan and I 
sang on it.  Later Randi joined us for vol. 2 & vol. 3, which also had a large percentage of 
the rounds from his book.  We couldn’t resist adding newly learned ones.  Sol always 
collected them, and they kept coming. 

The funniest part of recording with Sol was his idiosyncratic way of singing.  In one 
round, “Home is the Place,” the line reads: 'I’ve travelled far, and I will travel more.  But 
my heart longs for my own front door'.  Every time he would sing it you could hear Sol’s 
voice emphasizing the word BUT.  You can hear it clearly if you listen to that cut on the 
album.  This is one of the strongest memories I have of recording with Sol.  

Rounds were and still are an important part of my musical life, in no small part thanks to 
Sol “Roundman” Weber.  Did you know that he had a license plate that said Roundman?  
I will miss him. 
 Evy Mayer   ukelady123_at_gmail.com 
 [Producer of and singer on the Rounds Galore and More CDs] 

 

It was a real privilege to know Sol.  Not only was he was a funny guy, with a relentless 
(and occasionally wicked) sense of humor, but he was also confident enough as a dancer 
and inclusive enough as a human being, to consistently invite me for a spin on the dance 
floor.  Not every guy would ask someone with a pronounced mobility impairment (I wear 
a full length leg brace) but he never let it prevent him.  We shared many enjoyable 
dances at both at Pinewoods and CDNY.  He was all the way around, one of folksong's 
brightest lights!  The memory of him and his legacy of rounds continues to bless us all!  
We will always love him and will never forget him.  
 Patricia Stareck     



One of the many things I remember about Sol is when we arranged to get him to the 
winter PMN gathering in Greenfield Mass in 2017.  Sol had always been a force at those 
gatherings, leading rounds workshops.  When Pete was still going he was usually there.  
So it was pretty special getting him there after he'd had his stroke.  And one thing that 
struck me the most was that as the day went on Sol actually got stronger.  I think he 
took energy from being able to attend.  It was great. 
 David Tarlo   davsong_at_aol.com 

 

I've crossed paths with Sol in several places, starting in the early 1980s, when we were 
both in the NY Revels, then at Pinewoods, PMN (the one time I was there), NEFFA, and 
toward the end, at the CMN (Children's Music Network) National Conference, where we 
presented a Rounds Singing Workshop together.  I had been a member of CMN for many 
years, but my fellow members were meeting Sol for the first time.  He was an instant hit, 
and won the hearts of all, as soon as they met him. 

[She included a round] I wrote for this sad, but celebratory occasion in Sol's honor: it is 
written in the style of an African Cyclical song, but it also is a catch.  So I have called it an 
African-style cyclical song catch.  I am looking forward to sharing and singing it with 
others – the world is definitely a less joyful place without Sol. 
 Nancy Silber   nsms2_at_aol.com 
 [Rounds Composer] 

 

I did not know Sol well.  But here is a memory I have enjoyed for as long as 20 years and 
going forward. 

I was at the Flurry in Saratoga Springs, going from one dance session to another in the 
energy-charged space of the Sheraton Hilton.  I was already looking forward to going to 
a rounds workshop that would occur over the weekend led by a Sol Weber.  But who is 
Sol?  A friend of mine saw Sol passing in the opposite direction and said, "Look, there he 
is, Sol Weber!"  And I looked and took in the whole sight, Sol, his happiness at being 
there, and his shirt that broadly proclaimed I'M IN SHAPE!! / ROUND IS A SHAPE!  Of 
course I laughed and felt the warm-hearted acceptance and generosity of his spirit.  
Everyone has a shape of their own, and that's a good thing! 
 Ginger Gordon   gingergor_at_aol.com 

 

When I met Sol, my entire experience of rounds consisted of songs from childhood.  After 
one evening of singing, I told him I was a composer and he said that I should write a 
round, so I did.  And then I wrote another.  And we sang them.  His delight in them was 
infectious.  And rounds snuck into my chamber music.  Sol had a profound effect on my 
musical life and work.  
 Beth Anderson   beth_at_beand.com 



At "Funny Songs" hours I hosted at the New England Folk Festival.  Sol sang with me and 
I took pictures and made videos.   [Links below]  
 Joel Landy    joellandy_at_yahoo.com 

 

I just had a memory about Sol. I once told him a long time ago that I had only one Tshirt 
that said something on it.  He said, "You poor deprived person. I have an overflowing 
drawer full."  I don't know if those were his exact words, but I think it is close.  He also 
was one of the first people to send me an email after I went online.  He was an 
unforgettable character who had a strong influence on drawing people together. 
 Ginger Ray  g1nger23_at_yahoo.com  

 

Sol was such a unique and special man, and I'll never forget his kindness towards Jason 
whenever we saw him.  Just wanted to send my warmest wishes and hugs to you all, and 
special greetings from Jason. 

(At the time Jason came to Sol's sings, he was about 8 or 9, and loved singing the most complex 
rounds) 
 Judy Applebaum   dancemusik_at_aol.com 

 

I met Sol when we both were in the on-stage chorus of the marvelous Christmas Revels 
at Symphony Space.  Then Sol put me on his miraculous list and I ended up at a number 
of singing parties, including one at my apartment and several others where we sang 
rounds that he collected in his two super books (which should be formally published, if 
they haven't been.) 

Sol was one of those natural grassroots leaders who don't mind the work it takes to put 
together small, informal groups for mutual enjoyment.  Thanks to him, enjoy we did.  
 Christopher Cory   chris_at_christophercory.com  

 

Write-up in September 2019 newsletter of Folk Music Society of NY: 

We have sad news.  Longtime member Sol Weber passed away in June.  Sol contributed 
so much to our organization.  He was a friendly presence at numerous club events.  Sol 
had been a professional writer and he used his verbal skills to contribute lively articles to 
the newsletter.  His quiet, sometimes quirky sense of humor was often expressed via the 
variety of tee shirts he wore.  They were always fun to read.  Sol was especially dedicated 
to sharing his love of rounds (he sometimes referred to himself as Sol Roundman Weber).  
At rounds singing gatherings his enthusiasm was contagious.  Goodbye, Sol.  We will 
miss you. 
 Ruth Lipman 

 
  



My fondest memory of Sol is the clothing-optional happy hours at the other end of the 
lake at Buffalo Gap! 
 Patricia Petersen   patpetersen_at_earthlink.net 

 

I emailed Sol looking for a round we could sing as the end-of-night waltz at our dance 
weekend.  He graciously copied a few from his books and we chose Onawa's Waltz by 
John Krumm.  I taught it to 5 others, and we stood back to back in a circle in the middle 
of the floor to sing it, the dancers waltzing around us in a swirl of beautiful colors and 
harmony.  A perfect end to a perfect weekend.  Thank you, Sol, and rest in peace and 
grace. 
 Shirley Carlberg   nonesuch_1998_at_yahoo.com 

 

Condolences and sympathies to all of Sol's friends and colleagues.  He certainly was one 
very special guy. 
 Ed Goldman   edgtennis_at_gmail.com   
 [Printer/Binder of Rounds Galore] 

 

I absolutely love the song 'The Road is Calling'  [a round by John Krumm] 

I learned it at my first time at dance camp a few years ago when I went to Timber Ridge.  
I thought it was such a lovely way to send the kids (and ourselves) off to bed.  I liked to 
so much that I worked hard that week to learn it (I even transcribed it as I have trouble 
learning and remembering things by ear without visualizing the melody on a staff).  

It's my go-to closer song at family dances. 
 Alexandra Deis-Lauby   adeislauby_at_gmail.com 

 

He was an exceptional man, and I feel lucky to have known him. 
[Paul wrote a song about Sol and Martha, parodying the song "The Gypsy Davey."  
Words are below.]  "Because of Sol's love of rounds, I managed to put a rounds part at 
the end." 
 Paul Kaplan   paulkaplanmusic_at_gmail.com (MA) 

 

I don't have any specific memory to share just a montage of thoughts mostly of Sol and 
Martha.  At Pinewoods, Sol leading rounds and telling jokes at Pinewoods Gathering; Sol 
dancing in NYC; Sol's quirky sense of humor and funny t-shirts.  He was a unique and 
special person! 
 Donna Hunt   dhuntdancer_at_aol.com   
 [Renowned square dance caller] 

  



As an auction manager at Pinewoods, I remember Sol coming in every year with a dining 
hall cup full of Cheerios.  The cup was labeled "bagel seeds" and they would be auctioned 
off – usually for about a dollar, but the tradition and fun were priceless.  I still think of Sol 
when I eat Cheerios at camp. 
 Laura DeCesare   lldecesare_at_gmail.com (MA) 

 

Sol introduced the Swarthmore-College-based roundsinging group to a huge number of 
rounds, coming to campus on four or five occasions, but the memory I best recall is when 
in 2014 he learned that Jillian Waldman, one of the central singers in the group, was 
getting married.  Sol asked me if I'll be going, and then sent me the lyrics to the Wedding 
Toast, a funny and sweet depiction of married life sung to the tune of "Ash Grove."  Sol 
had not written it himself, but had sung it at several weddings.  I sang it to Jillian and her 
betrothed (Michael Noda), and someone took a movie of it and posted it on YouTube, 
where it was one of the first Sol-related videos on the web. 
 Jim Moskowitz   jimmosk_at_yahoo.com (PA) 

 

I can't think of anything that hasn't already been said -- his offbeat humor, his lifelong 
collection of rounds.  An anecdote I can think of is when at one of my first attendances to 
a rounds gathering -- maybe my first, attended by a very large number of people in a 
somewhat large space, Sol made his way across a crowded floor to me and asked if I 
might know of a large space where rounds gatherings could be held.  Yeah, I did.  I once 
asked him to please not yell out, as people were leaving at the break, "The riff-raff are 
leaving!"  And he never did after that. 
 John Hetland   JHetland_at_nyc.rr.com   
 [Rounds composer and host of Sol's NYC sings for over 20 years] 

  



Comments via Facebook: 
 

So sorry to hear of his passing.  Leading rounds in Heaven. 
 Jenny Hurwitz 

 

Sol was something special.  He had the most amazing collection of Tee shirts, I hope 
some of them will be saved.  I am glad that Sol had his 15 minutes with the Time 
magazine (I think it was Time) article.  He deserved that.  He has left a lot of good songs 
and memories for the rest of us.  He was a good guy.  Farewell, Roundsman Sol. 
 David Jones 

 

He blessed this world with so much joy through music. 
 Ella Gregory 

 

I'm terribly sorry to hear that.  Sol was a very special person.  I think, though, he would 
appreciate that, at least in a musical sense, he'll still be a round for many more years. 
 Sam Edelston 

 

Thank you for posting.  He had the best t-shirts! I will miss him. 
 Kim Wallach 
 [Renowned singer, Boston area] 

 

Rest In Peace, Solar Weber. 
 Erol Tamerman 

 

So so sorry to hear this.  We'll have to do some rounds for him at Old Songs. 
 Ann Downey 

 [Renowned singer, Finest Kind, Ottawa, Ontario] 
 

O no!  He was a unique person.  Whenever he saw me, he'd always mention how he "just 
sang" my song.  I'll miss his sense of humor.  And his t-shirts (My Body Is Not A Temple.  
It's An Amusement Park). 
 Bruce Randall 

 

So sorry... I remember him well. 
 Sharon Flory 

 

So sorry to hear that.  He was quite a legend! 
 Joan Hantman 

 
  



Miss Sol.  Am grateful for the rounds parties and other places I could sing with him.  RIP 
Sol! 
 Margaret DiPiazza 

That is sad news. 
 Phyllis Elkind 

 

A wonderful man.  He was always so inclusive.  Sad. 
 Carolyn Virgil 

 

Sorry. 
 Jeanne Buesser 

 

Oh, no!  We've lost another angel to the angel band.  He was so special. 
 Deb O'Hanlon 

 

So sorry.  This is a wonderful photo of you with Sol and Pete!  [Comments on a photo on 
Facebook] 
 Julia Grosberg 

 

Peace.  I remember Sol and his wonderful T-shirts (I'm in Shape, Round is a Shape) 
 Ken Matt 

 

Very sorry to hear this news. 
 Nancy and Frank Moccaldi 

 

We miss Sol! 
 Bill Lehrman 

 

Awww.  I'm so sorry. 
 Andrew Cohen 

 

My condolences to the family. 
 Rick Bruner 

 

So sorry to hear that Sol has passed away.  He and Martha were both good friends and I 
spent many good times with them.  RIP Sol. 
 Rebecca Shaw-Gove 

 

Deepest condolences on the loss of Sol Weber, a treasure of our music community.  He 
was an inspiration to many, and his rounds were gems. 
 Michael Resnick 

  



One of Sol's favorite parodies: 

 

A FEW OF MY FAVORITE THINGS 
 

Maalox and nose drops and needles for knitting. 

Walkers and handrails and new dental fittings. 

Bundles of magazines tied up with string. 

These are a few of my favorite things. 

 

Cadillacs, cataracts, hearing aids, glasses. 

Polident, Fixodent, false teeth in glasses. 

Pacemakers, golf carts and porches with swings. 

These are a few of my favorite things. 

 

 When the pipes leak, When the bones creak, 

 When the knees go bad, 

 It's then I remember my favorite things, 

 and then I don't feel     so     bad. 

 

Hot tea and crumpets, and corn pads for bunions. 

No spicy hot food and no food with onions. 

Bathrobes and heat pads and hot meals they bring. 

These are a few of my favorite things. 

 

Back pains, confused brains, and no fear of sinning. 

Thin bones and fractures and hair that is thinning. 

And we won't mention our short shrunken frames, 

When we remember our favorite things. 

 

 When the joints ache, when the hips break,  

 When the eyes grow dim, 

 It's then I remember the great life I've had,  

 And then I don't feel     so     bad. 

 

 IT'S THEN I REMEMBER THE GREAT LIFE I'VE HAD, 

 AND THEN I DON'T FEEL     SOOO     BAAAD. 

 

  



Song about Sol and Martha 

 

Martha Davey  

To the tune of The Gypsy Davy 

 
1. It was late one night when Sol came home 

Inquiring for his lady 

What is the name of this fair dame? 

They call her Martha Davey 

They call her Martha Davey. 

 

2. We haven’t seen your darling queen 

She hasn’t been here lately 

She went on tour with the Hard Rock Four 

That lovely Martha Davey 

That lovely Martha Davey. 

 

3. If she’s on tour with the Hard Rock Four 

I’ll go and join her bravely 

I’ll stuff my ears so I cannot hear but 

I’ll be with Martha Davey 

I’ll be with Martha Davey. 

4. Would you forsake your silly songs 

And your folk dancing gaily 

Could you ignore your rounds galore 

All for your Martha Davey 

All for your Martha Davey. 

 

5. Yes, I’d forsake my witty songs 

And my folk dancing gaily 

And I’d ignore my rounds galore 

All for my Martha Davey 

All for my Martha Davey. 

 

6. Good news, good news, we were kidding you 

So grab your ukulele 

And go and tramp to Pinewoods Camp  

Where you’ll find Martha Davey 

Where you’ll find Martha Davey

7. For Martha loves your witty songs 

And loves to folk dance gaily 

And she adores your rounds galore 

That lovely Martha Davey 

That lovely Martha Davey.

8. Yes Martha loves your witty songs 

And loves to folk dance gaily 

And she adores your rounds galore, and she      adores  your rounds galore, and she 

adores your rounds galore 

                         And  she      adores your rounds galore, and  she      adores your rounds 

galore, and she adores        

That lovely Martha Davey 

That lovely Martha Davey. 

 

Lyrics by Paul Kaplan © 2014 Paul Kaplan Music ASCAP 7/7/14 

Recording can be heard on tinyurl.com/sol-mem1 – see index in description for exact time 
  



Links on the web: 
 
* Martha Davey's pictures of Sol while at Buckley HealthCare Center: 

www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206588236159198&set=a.1159099132238.9

6000.1070576683&type=3 

* Sol's singing tribute to a newly married couple at Pinewoods:  

youtu.be/aP-dfIA284s 

* Sol musical jokes at Neffa Funny Song Swap 2007, Joel Landy's session: 

  youtu.be/WUVtrraJipA?t=788 (Old Macdonald/Ponzi Scheme/Sunrise 

Sunset/Myrtle the Turtle) 

youtu.be/dvwxoC455C0 (Dog Named Stay/The Bear Missed The Train) 

* Mick Ryan's "The Song Goes On," honoring Cyril Tawney [suggested by 

Larry Denenberg]    

  youtu.be/wNCR6NR00pU 

* Article in American Center for Elemental Music and Movement magazine 

honoring Sol (July 10, 2018) 

acemm.us/2018/07/summer-spotlight-sol-weber 

* New York magazine article about Sol (Nov 29, 1993) 

books.google.com/books?id=wRsAAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA31 

* NYC Rounds Group memorial for Sol 

(audio) tinyurl.com/sol-mem1 –or- youtu.be/b4po_NFZ220 

(document) tinyurl.com/sol-mem2 –or- 

www.streetsingers.org/sol.memorial.party-fri.oct.18.2019.pdf 

 

* NYC Rounds Group master archive 

www.streetsingers.org/roundsparties.html 

 

 

  

https://tinyurl.com/sol-mem2
https://tinyurl.com/sol-mem2


Rounds that were included: 
A Round For Sol Weber (Elliot Levine) 

For Sol (John Hetland) 

I'm a cake (John Hetland)  

Sol (Joanne Hammill)  

Sol (John Krumm)  

Sol Weber (Bob Blue)  

Solar Round (Martha Sullivan) 

Song Weaver (John Krumm)  

Sun is round (Barbara Rosen)  

To Sol (John Hetland)  

We Will Remember Sol (NancySilber) 

 

Intro note (to his niece, Sol Weber Weinstein) 
 
Diane: 
 
Dear ol' Sol was a treasure.  Often we felt he was a national treasure.  He certainly was known 
nationally.  He definitely influenced hundreds, perhaps thousands, of adults and children through his 
single-minded devotion and passion for singing. 
 
The very least we could do to honor his life was ask some of them to contribute memories and tributes of 
Sol for the memory book that you now hold in your hand. 
 
Enjoy reading them all, remembering Sol, listening to the singing party we held in his honor (links towards 
the back pages), seeing the rounds that composers wrote about him, and learning about him through our 
eyes and ears. 
 
I realize this may be difficult to share with the rest of your family.  If you want, I can print up the tributes 
and mail them to anyone you think would be interested. 
 
Thanks for everything.  We'll stay in touch. 
 
Warmly, 
Murray and Randi Spiegel 
 

 

 

 

 

 


